Abstract-Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths globally, which makes early detection and diagnosis a high priority. Computed tomography (CT) is the method of choice for early detection and diagnosis of lung cancer. Radiomics features extracted from CT-detected lung nodules provide a good platform for early detection, diagnosis, and prognosis. In particular when using low dose CT for lung cancer screening, effective use of radiomics can yield a precise non-invasive approach to nodule tracking. Lately, with the advancement of deep learning, convolutional neural networks (CNN) are also being used to analyze lung nodules. In this study, our own trained CNNs, a pre-trained CNN and radiomics features were used for predictive analysis. Using subsets of participants from the National Lung Screening Trial, we investigated if the prediction of nodule malignancy could be further enhanced by an ensemble of classifiers using different feature sets and learning approaches. We extracted probability predictions from our different models on an unseen test set and combined them to generate better predictions. Ensembles were able to yield increased accuracy and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). The best-known AUC of 0.96 and accuracy of 89.45% were obtained, which are significant improvements over the previous best AUC of 0.87 and accuracy of 76.79%.
I. INTRODUCTION
With only an 18% 5-year survival rate, lung cancer is one of the leading causes of death around the world and second most cause of cancer-related death in the USA [1] . Early detection is important to diagnose cancer at earlier stages and increase the survival rate for lung cancer. The National Lung Screening Trial (NLST), revealed that cancer mortality was reduced 20% by screening using low dose computed tomography (LDCT) in comparison to standard chest radiography. Based on the NLST study, the USPSTF recommends screening with LDCT once a year for high-risk individuals [31] .
Radiomics [2] , an approach to extract and analyze quantitative features from radiological images, can be used for early detection and diagnosis of lung nodules. Radiomics features consist of size, shape, location and various texture features extracted from pulmonary nodules.
Deep learning and convolutional neural networks (CNN) are emerging as an alternative approach to analyze lung nodules. Deep CNNs have been very successfully used for the classification of natural camera images and. recently have been applied in chest CT analysis and classification [19] [20] [21] [22] on datasets with imaging contrast and tumors while this work focuses on pre-cancerous nodules (images without contrast). Designing and applying a deep CNN with natural camera images is easier because of the availability of large sets of natural images. However, in medical imaging, the availability of data is quite limited for designing a deep CNN. Also, less data can result in an overfit CNN. This problem can be somewhat mitigated using image augmentation to generate more training data. Alternatively, transfer learning can be used, which is a method of applying previously learned knowledge in a new domain. So, a deep CNN trained on a very large dataset of camera images can be applied directly to lung nodules to extract features or the parameters of the pretrained CNN can be tuned with the smaller lung nodule dataset. Another approach is image augmentation (image rotation, flipping, shifting, normalization, etc.) which generates enough images to train a deep CNN from scratch or tune an existing CNN.
Ensemble learning is an approach that combines the predictions of multiple learned models to enhance accuracy. Ensemble prediction using different learning algorithms or different CNN architectures may capture complementary information, which will in turn enable more robust predictions. In this analysis, we used an ensemble approach to predict which lung nodules would become malignant over time. We utilized different types of classifiers, groups of features, and combination methods for ensembles.
We compared our results with our previous published studies. The best AUC obtained from our current study is 0.96, which is a significant improvement over our previous best AUCs of 0.79 [3] using deep features and 0.81 using only quantitative features [4] , and 0.87 [3] after training a CNN from scratch. In this study, we obtained the best accuracy of 89.5%, which was a significant improvement over our previous results of 76.8% [3, 4] .
II. DATASET
In this study, a subset of data from the LDCT-arm of the NLST [14] dataset was used. The NLST study, spanned three years: a baseline scan (T0) followed by two successive scans (T1 and T2) approximately 1 year apart. We selected subsets 978-1-5090-6014-6/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE of participants with lung cancers and nodule positive controls based on prior work by Schabath et al [15] . The subset chosen for our study was divided into two cohorts of subjects: Cohort 1 (85 malignant lung cancer nodules and 176 nodule positive controls) and a separate independent Cohort 2 (85 malignant lung cancer nodules and 152 nodule positive controls). The nodule positive controls had three consecutive nodule positive scans and were not diagnosed with lung cancer through the last follow-up. The lung cancer cases and the nodule positive controls were 1:2 frequency matched on age at randomization, sex, and cigarette smoking history. Cohort 1 was used for training (with augmentation) and the unseen Cohort 2 was used to test. Participants from both cohorts presented with nodules at the baseline T0 screen that were not diagnosed as lung cancer. In the follow-up scan (T1) approximately a year later, in Cohort 1 some participants were diagnosed with lung cancer and some of them remained non-cancer (i.e., nodule positive control). Whereas, in Cohort 2, none of T1 scans were diagnosed as cancer. At T2 (after 2 years of baseline scan T0), some Cohort 2 participants were diagnosed as lung cancer. Figure 1 shows the selection of flowchart of Cohort 1 and Cohort 2.
III. TRANSFER LEARNING
Training a CNN typically requires a large amount of data (images here). Hence, transfer learning is a possible solution with a small data set. Transfer learning is a procedure wherein a previously learned model can be applied in another task domain. The domain where learning was done and the domain the knowledge is applied in can be the same or different. In our study, we used the Vgg-s CNN pre-trained on the ImageNet data set [5, 6] of 1000 classes of objects in color images. The Vgg-s architecture had five convolutional layers and three fully connected layers. We extracted a deep feature vector of size 4096 from the second fully connected layer after applying the ReLU activation function. The Vgg-s architecture was trained on color images (24 bit, but the pulmonary nodules were grayscale (8 bit). Using information from only one channel (R/G/B) lost the information provided by the other two channels. So, we concatenated the nodule image three times to make it similar in number of bits/channels. Doing so engages all the weights and exploits all the learned knowledge when extracting features from the pre-trained network.
IV. IMAGE AUGMENTATION AND CNN TRAINING
For building an effective CNN, even if it is small, large numbers of images are needed to reduce overfitting. Our dataset had two cohorts from the NLST study: Cohort 1 was used as a training set (261 LDCT screening participants) and the unseen Cohort 2 was used a test set (237 LDCT screening participants). We augmented our training set (Cohort 1) first by rotations of 15 degrees and then flipping the images horizontally and vertically. By doing so, we generated 72 augmented images for each nodule image and 18,792 in total. We used 70% of the augmented images with the original images in training the CNN and the 30% remaining for validation. Three different CNN architectures were designed in Keras [7] using Tensorflow [8] as the backend. The largest nodule size for Cohort 1 cancer cases and control cases were 104x104 pixels, and 82x68 pixels respectively and the smallest nodules for Cohort 1 cancer cases and control cases were 8x10 and 8x8 respectively. So, we chose 100x100 as the input image size for the designed CNN. We trained the CNN for 200 epochs. RMSprop was used as the gradient descent optimization algorithm along with a constant learning rate of 0.0001. A batch size of 16 was used for both training and validation. In convolutional layers 1 and 2, leaky ReLU with an alpha value 0.01 was applied. Doing so permits some negative values to propagate through the convolution layer and provides non-linearity on the convolution layer output. As the classification problem had two classes, binary crossentropy was used as the loss function. Since our designed CNN's were shallow and small, we used L2 regularization [9] along with dropout [10] to reduce overfitting. While training the CNN, we only monitored the accuracy on the validation data (30% of the augmented data of Cohort 1) and chose the model which produced maximum accuracy on the validation data to test on unseen Cohort 2 data. As deep neural networks are notoriously affected by their many parameters, we designed several small CNN architectures trained on Cohort 1. There were 3 architectures tried with an attempt to progressively minimize the number of weights. While more weights can provide more complex classifiers, with small data they can overfit or simply train poorly, but small networks may not give good accuracy. Hence, we designed 3 CNN architectures.
The CNN architecture 1 ( Table 1) had 2 convolution layers and two fully connected layers before the final classification layer. The total parameters were 841,681. CNN architecture 2 ( Table 2) had 2 convolution layers, followed by one fully connected layer and one LSTM (Long short term memory) layer before the final classification layer. LSTM is a type of recurrent neural network, which consists of memory to remember for a long or short time and various gates to control the flow of information [23] [24] . In CNN architecture 2, we wanted to examine whether the advantage of remembering information using a stateless LSTM had any effect on classification. In [25] a cascaded architecture was proposed for face identification. In the main branch the input image was fed through convolution and pooling layers and in another branch resized input was added in the fully connected layer. Inspired by that architecture, we designed our CNN architecture 3 (Table 3 and Figure 2 ) which was a cascaded architecture where the left and right branches were concatenated into the same size 10x10 vector. Finally, we used another convolution layer before the final classification layer. Adding image information directly will create more specific information for each case. After merging, another convolution and max pooling layer before the final classification layer maintains the generic information about the image and can provide more features of the image to enable a better classification result. The total parameters were 39,553. The total number of parameters was reduced by 100% in this architecture when compared to the other two architectures. [11] [12] [13] is an approach to combine several of the same or different types of learned models into one predictive model to enhance prediction performance. An ensemble model is typically more stable model and less noisy than a single model. Ensembles usually make the predictive model more robust and give better accuracy on test cases. Ensembles reduce variance and sometimes bias. There are a number of approaches to create the final output value from an ensemble e.g. averaging probabilities, voting, median, max, etc. In our study, we used average probability, accumulating votes for the class with the maximum probability from each classifier [26] [27] and a median probability to combine predictions. We extracted the prediction from our different models on the test set and combined them to obtain a final prediction. 
VI. EXPERIMENTS
For standard radiomics, nodules were segmented using Definiens® [16] in conjunction with radiologists from Moffitt Cancer Center. We extracted 219 quantitative features (3D) consisting of size, shape, texture and location from the nodules [4] for our radiomics models. Symmetric uncertainty feature selection was applied to extract 5/10/15/20 top ranked features. Feature set sizes were chosen to match previous work where around 20 or less extracted features have been found stable across different acquisitions [4] . The data set used was relatively small and for comparison purposes we selected the same number of features from CNN's also After the radiomic features were extracted, random forests classifiers [18] were applied using the selected features for classification. For both transfer learning and training a CNN, we chose the single slice that had the largest nodule area for each patient case. We extracted only the nodule region by putting a rectangular box around the nodule that completely fit the nodule. For transfer learning using Vgg-s the required input image size was 224x224, and the extracted nodule images were of different sizes. So, bi-cubic interpolation was applied on the nodule images. Figure 3 shows one interpolated nodule along with the lung slice with nodule outlined. We extracted a 4096-feature vector from the pre-trained network (taking the outputs of the last fully connected layer before the output layer) and applied symmetric uncertainty [17] feature selection to extract 5/10/15/20 top ranked features. The random forests classifiers [18] used the selected features for classification.
For training our CNN's, extracted nodule images were interpolated to an image size of 100x100 and the sigmoid layer was used for classification. 
VII. RESULTS
This section contains an analysis of the results obtained using different classifiers and the ensemble of classifiers approach. Area under the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve and accuracy on the unseen Cohort 2 test data was used for performance evaluation. At different decision thresholds, the true positive rate (Y-axis) is plotted against the false positive rate (X-axis) in an ROC curve, for each decision threshold, the point on the ROC curve illustrates a true positive/false positive pair. How well a model can differentiate the lung cancer cases from the control nodules can be measured using area under the ROC curve or AUC. The AUC value lies between 0 and 1 with values closer to 1 indicating a better predictive model. The best result obtained using only the quantitative features was 76.79% accuracy (AUC 0.81) [4] from random forests classifiers with the top 10 selected features using relief-f. Our random forest had 200 trees and for n total features used lg(n) to randomly choose features for evaluation at each internal node.
Using the Vgg-s pre-trained CNN, we obtained the best result of 75.1% accuracy (AUC 0.74) from random forests classifiers and 15 features chosen using symmetric uncertainty.
By training our CNN architectures, we obtained the best result of 76% accuracy with 0.87 AUC from Architecture 3 while having over 100% less parameters than CNN architectures 1 and 2. Detailed results using different CNN architectures are shown in Table 4 . While training the CNN we choose the model which had the maximum validation accuracy. In Table 4 for each CNN architecture we show the maximum validation accuracy while training and using those models to obtain accuracy and AUC on Cohort 2 (unseen test set). Figure 4 shows some of the intermediate layer outputs from the CNN. Loss and accuracy plots while training CNN architecture 3 are shown in Figure 5 . We were tracking the validation accuracy and the maximum validation accuracy of 81% obtained is shown (with green circle) in Figure 5 (a). Figures 6 and 7 show the accuracy and loss graph for CNN architectures 2 and 1 respectively. For the ensemble approach, we used three different classifier subsets. The first subset (Subset 1) consisted of only the prediction probability results from the three different CNN architectures. The second subset (Subset 2) had the three best performing models across transfer learning, direct feature extraction and a locally trained CNN. They were the best predictive model using quantitative features (accuracy 76.79%, AUC 0.81), best predictive model using Vgg-s pretrained CNN (75.1% accuracy, AUC 0.74) and the best CNN architecture model (accuracy 76%, AUC 0.87 from CNN architecture 3). The third subset (Subset 3) had 5 models (best quantitative model, best model from a pre-trained CNN and three CNN architecture models trained on lung nodules). For each of these subsets voting (e.g. if two models out of three predict a malignant nodule to be malignant, then classify that nodule as malignant, otherwise classify it benign), the median (extracting the median probability value for each nodule prediction) and averaging (average the probability value for each nodule) were used to create the ensemble prediction. Detailed results are shown in Tables 5-7 . For subset 1 (ensemble prediction of 3 CNN architecture), in addition to the chosen ensemble approaches (namely, voting, average and median) a sigmoid layer was used to classify the predictions from the 3 architectures. This was done to check whether adding a sigmoid layer could be used to combine the predictions from the ensemble of three CNN's. Figure 8 shows the ensemble approach by sigmoid layer. Adding a sigmoid layer, we obtained 72.15% accuracy with 0.76 AUC.
We analyzed the significance of the AUC and accuracy improvement between the ensemble approaches and the best AUC obtained from single approach (AUC 0.87 from CNN architecture 3) and best accuracy (76.79%) obtained using traditional features and show them in Tables 5-7. For accuracy significance, the McNemar test was used. For the AUC significance test, the standard error (SE) was computed for each AUC using equation (1) .
Where, A is denoted as the calculated AUC, nn and na are the number of cancer and positive controls respectively, and Q1 and Q2 are estimated by, Q1 = A/ (2-A) and Q2 = 2* (A*A) / (1+A)
Using the SE value from two AUC's e.g., AUC 1 and AUC 2 , the z value was calculated as,
P-value was calculated from the z-value and the calculated p value was checked for significance at p=0.05 (two tailed). The best results were statistically significantly better with the average probability from an ensemble of 3 CNN's providing the best combination of accuracy and AUC at 86.91% and 0.94 respectively. From an ensemble of 5 models (3 CNNs, radiomics and transfer learning model) a best accuracy of 89.45% was obtained using voting, whereas the best AUC of 0.96 was obtained by combining via averaging. The accuracy of the average combination approach (89.02%) is statistically indistinguishable from combining by voting. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we showed that an ensemble approach significantly enhances the ability to predict lung nodules that will become malignant over time. For the ensembles, we chose three different classifier/feature subsets. Quantitative features consisted of size, shape and texture information about pulmonary nodules in the lung. A CNN pre-trained on natural camera images, Vgg-s, had features extracted for building a classifier. Our CNN architectures were trained on augmented Cohort 1 of our dataset, but each of the architectures has different parameters and different layers. As a result, we have five different models to use in an ensemble approach. Ensemble models that make different predictions from one another will ensure more predictive power than using a single model. We developed three subsets of models: subset 1 had only the 3 designed CNN architectures; subset 2 had the best quantitative model, best designed CNN model and best pretrained Vgg-s model; subset 3 used all 5 models. Ensemble predictions from 3 CNN (subset 1) using a sigmoid layer gave 72.15 accuracy. Combining the ensemble output by averaging yielded the best accuracy and AUC for subset 1 and subset 2 and only the best AUC for subset 3, which was the best AUC obtained. Whereas voting yielded the best accuracy of 89.45% for subset 3, the best results of 0.96 AUC were obtained from subset 3 by the averaging combination approach. The AUC and accuracy were both a statistically significant improvement over the previous best obtained AUC of 0.87 using CNN architecture 3 alone and accuracy of 76.79% by using traditional features.
